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The Small Business Foresight Workbook
This Workbook has been written to be used by individuals working alone, in workshops or in
classrooms with my book Small Business Foresight.
This workbook is created in Adobe Acrobat, which permits PDF copies to be saved, with your filled-in
data, in your computer. Or, the workbook can be printed out and filled in by hand. To learn more about
Small Business Futures and Personal Futures, visit our web site www.personalfutures.net.

Now just a few thoughts on Small Business Foresight, and what this workbook should do for you.
In the 1950s and 1960s, think tanks and academics developed concepts, theories, and methods for
thinking about the future. The resulting tools and methods for exploring the future were embraced by
large organizations, so refinement of those methods has tended to be aimed at the needs of large
businesses. Small business has the same needs for understanding the future, but in some cases the largebusiness methods don’t fit. They need to be scaled down to fit a small business.
Fortunately, the methods of foresight and futures studies are scalable. Research by the author published
in 2006 demonstrated that scalability in Personal Futures: Foresight and Futures Studies for
Individuals, available as a free download at www.personalfutures.net.

Any book of this type can be improved. If you have questions or suggestions about any of this material,
please email me at verne@personalfutures.net. I look forward to hearing from you!

Verne Wheelwright
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Introduction

Why should you be interested in learning about methods to explore small business foresight?
The answer is pretty simple. The methods employed by futurists and large organizations worldwide are
successful. They work.
Unfortunately, what works well in a large organization may not scale down directly to a small business.
Some adjustments or changes are necessary. This workbook offers you the same methods used by
businesses and governments all over the world to explore and prepare for the future. The methods are
scaled down and adjustments made to make the methods more effective for small and medium size
businesses.
What should you be able to expect from studying about the future? The approach you will take with this
workbook consists of three steps:
1. Build a framework of information about your business.
2. Based on the framework information, explore potential futures with scenarios.
3. From the scenarios, develop a vision, strategies and action plans for your future.
You will use the same methods that have been practiced by futurists for decades all over the world. At the
end of this process you should have a vision for the future of your business, specific plans for the next ten
years, and contingency plans to deal with unexpected changes and events.
Here are the steps you will be following in this workbook as you prepare for your future:





Research (Where is the business now?)
o Business development stages
o Internal domains and driving forces
o External forces of change
o Your strengths, weaknesses and values



Scenarios (Where could the business be in ten years?)
o Develop a scenario matrix
o Examine the driving forces
o Create four or more scenarios



Strategic Planning (Where do you want the business to be in ten
years? What do you have to do to achieve that?)
o Create a vision for the next ten years
o Develop strategies to achieve your vision
o Develop action plans to execute your strategies
o Develop contingency plans to deal with unexpected events
o Analyze your plan and strengthen weak areas
Follow your plan!
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Section l
Conducting Internal Research

(Look at your business. Where are you now?)
Before you can apply foresight methods to your business, you must have a base of information from which
to draw conclusions about the future of your business. In this section, you will learn about
1) the typical stages of a business,
2) the driving forces that bring about change in a small business, and
3) common events that can be anticipated, both as to probability of occurrence and extent of
impact. This section will conclude by your exploring strengths, weaknesses, and values of the business.
This research will become the foundation from which you will create scenarios in Section Two.

Stages of Business Development
Stages of a business
On the next page are listed nine stages of growth or development that are common to all businesses with
a very brief description of each stage. As you learn about the stages, be aware of the change periods
between stages. These transitions are important and sometimes difficult times in your business, but
preparation and understanding will help you deal with them.
It is helpful to know which stage your business is in now and which stage will be next.
These stages apply to any size business, from the single-person or professional firms to businesses with
many employees and sizable facilities.
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Stages of Business Development
Below are listed nine stages that are common to all businesses. with a very brief description of each stage.
As you learn about the stages, be aware of the change periods between stages. These transitions are
important and sometimes difficult times in your business, but preparation and understanding will help you
deal with them.
Stage

Characteristics of Stage
The idea.

Concept

Planning

Seriously testing your concept on paper (or in the computer) and
planning how to make it work. Deciding what you really need in terms
of capital, location, equipment, people, and legal structure.
Understanding the industry and the competition. Develop a business
plan.

Startup

Business now exists. Testing your concepts in the real world with a
location, product or service, and customers.

Struggling/Surviving

Adapting, accepted as a viable business, struggling to grow and
become profitable.

Growth

Some businesses do not survive this stage.
Sales and revenues are increasing. Additional employees or contractors
may be added to carry the additional work loads. Adding new
customers.
Established. Maintaining balance

Maturity

Expansion

Marketing areas, physical location(s), equip, products, acquisitions or
mergers.

Decline

Shrinking profits, shrinking sales, aging systems or equipment. Firm
may lose competitive edge or industry may decline.
Sell, transfer or close. An exit can be taken at any stage.

Exit

Which stage is your business in now? What is the next stage, and what do you have to achieve to move
into that stage? What changes or impacts do you anticipate when you move to the next stage?
Understanding the business stages helps you prepare for those changes and their resulting impacts.
9

Stages of Business Development
Worksheet
Your Present Business Stage is:

Your Next Business Stage is:

What do you have to accomplish to move on to the next stage?

When do you expect to complete the transition to the next stage?

What changes or impacts do you anticipate as you make the transition to the next
stage?

How will you deal with those impacts?
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What is Your Business Model?
Your business model describes what your business does and how it makes a profit. Very important is a
“Customer Value Proposition.” What does your customer receive (product or service), and what is the
value of that product or service to the customer?
Basic business models include: Creator, Distributor, Landlord, and Broker, but there are several
variations in each of these categories.
A creator could be an inventor or designer who sells or rents rights to use copyrights or patents, a
miner that sells raw materials, or a manufacturer that makes and sells finished products.
Distributors buy products and resell them in the same form to others.
Landlords sell the temporary right to use an asset such as a building, a car, a hotel room, or an airline
seat. Contractors and consultants are classified as landlords who sell services produced by humans.
Brokers bring buyers and sellers together for a fee or commission.
(2005, “Do Some Business Models Perform Better than Others?” Weill, Peter; et. al. MIT Sloan
School paper #226).
From the four basic business models, a number of sub-models or archetypes can be identified. For
example:
 Entrepreneur: creates and sells financial assets.
 Inventor: Creates and sells intangible assets (patents, copyrights).
 Financial trader: Buys and sells financial assets.
 Intellectual property traders: Buys and sells intangible assets (copyright, domain names)
 Financial landlord: Lender; insurer
 Physical landlord: Sells rights to use a physical asset (hotel room, airline seats)
 Attractor: Gets people’s attention, then sells information or advertising space.
More information about business models are available at Slideshare:
http://www.slideshare.net/nealcabage/business-model-archetypes?related=1
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Business model worksheet
What does (or will) your business do?

Why will customers want your products or services? (What is the value to the customer?)

How will the business make money? (What is your business model?)

At what point in your process do you spend money?

At what point in your business process will you receive payment?

What is the typical time difference between spending and receiving money?

How do (or will) you obtain/provide funds to fill the gap between spending and receiving funds?

What is your competitive advantage? (Unique product or service, patent, location, price, etc.)

When and how will you exit this business?
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Stakeholders in Your Business
What/who is a stakeholder and why are stakeholders important?
Owners/Shareholders
Employees
Lenders
Suppliers
Customers
Contractors
Stakeholders are persons, groups or organizations who affect your business or who are affected by your
business. Who are your stakeholders?
Stakeholder
Name (Firm or
Individual)

How/Why
is this firm a
Stakeholder

Positives
(What are
benefits?)
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Negatives
(What are risks)

Forces and Driving Forces in a Small Business
Internal Domains
Internal domains are made up of the forces and sub-forces that are a direct part of your business. These
are forces that affect your business directly and with which you must interact. When these forces pressure
you or motivate you, they are called driving forces. Here, we recognize five categories of forces that are
common to all businesses and are a part of each Management throughout the firm’s existence.
A domain is a category of internal forces. Finances for example. The category may contain several
different forces (cash, payables, receivables, taxes, etc.), and any one of these forces may be a dominant
or driving force over a period of time. Cash may be a driving force when there is either too little or too
much of it. Taxes may be a driving force when you have a problem with your taxes.
Finances- Everything related to finances. For example:
Capital, cash flow, income, assets
Expense, debt, liabilities, financial risks, insurance,
Taxes, Insurance, Accounting
Location- The building(s), facilities and place(s) where your business is located.
Building(s), facilities, zone, neighborhood, languages required,
City, state and country
Operations- Production of goods or services
Processes, quality control
Logistics, moving goods in and out
Inventories
Management- Organization, Administration, Leadership
Legal structure
Core business and divisions
Legal and regulatory
MarketingSales, customer relations
Publicity, promotion
Advertising
People- Everything to do with people in and related to your business.
Interactions, communications
Owners, staff, suppliers, advisors, contractors
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A few tools for evaluating forces and trends

Time series analysis

Time series with a trend line

Create a time series and a trend line
For each domain or any force, you can use a chart like the one below to rank the quality or performance
of that domain for your business over the past five years. Using the graphs on the Domain pages that
follow, and following the examples below, your first step is to make a line (hand drawn) or mark
(keyboard) in the box for each of the five past years, ranking the performance level of that domain for that
year, up to the present (P). You now have a trend line representing quality or performance over the past
five years.
5 4 3 2 1
P 1 2
Very Hi
High
xxx
Average
xxx xxx
xxx
Low
xxx
Very Lo

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Next, project one line into the next ten years, as seen below. This (upper) line will represent your best
estimation of the highest plausible performance over the next ten years. This is your optimistic projection
for this domain.
5

4

3

2

1

P

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 8 9 10
xx xx xx xx

Very Hi
xx xx xx xx
High
xx
Average
xx xx
xx xx xx
Low
xx
xx xx xx xx
Very Lo
xx xx xx xx

Finally, make another line from the present through the next ten years, as shown above, but representing
the lowest plausible performance for the next ten years. This is your pessimistic projection. This example
shows how your graph may look if filled in on your word processor.
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Possible, Plausible and Probable
In the graph examples, I’ve used the word “plausible.” How do we define or describe “plausible” futures?

This diagram illustrates the possibilities that exist in the future, and shows that everything is within the
realm of Possible, (the outer ring).
Plausible is a smaller area within Possible, but is a much larger area than Probable.
Wild cards (like winning the lottery, being hit by a meteor, etc.) are in the possible area, but not in the
Plausible or Probable areas.
Note that “Preferred” futures can be found in all areas.
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Finance Domain
Everything related to finances. For example:
Capital, cash flow, income, assets, accounting, expense, debt, liabilities, taxes, financial risks,
and insurance.
-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

P

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Very Hi
____________
High
Average
___________
Low
Very Lo
Create a graph to determine the quality or performance levels of the Finances Domain in your business
during each of the past five years up to the present, then extend the line into the future to show the
best and worst plausible levels. What will it take to improve? What would cause levels to fall?
What is your present level of satisfaction with this domain?

What would you like to change?

What would you have to do to initiate a change?
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Location Domain
The building(s), facilities and place(s) where your business is located.
Building(s), facilities, zone, neighborhood
City, state and country

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

P

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Very Hi
High
Average
___________
Low
Very Lo

Create a graph to determine the quality or performance levels of the Location Domain in your business during
each of the past five years up to the present, then extend the line into the future to show the best and worst
plausible levels. What will it take to improve? What would cause levels to fall?

What is your present level of satisfaction with this domain?

What would you like to change?

What would you have to do to initiate a change?

Operations Domain
Everything related to the production or creation of goods and services including
Designs, materials, processes, quality control
Inventories, logistics
I
-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

P

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Very Hi
High
Average
___________
Low
___________
Very Lo

Create a graph to determine the quality or performance levels of the Operations Domain in your business during
each of the past five years up to the present, then extend the line into the future to show the best and worst
plausible levels. What will it take to improve? What would cause levels to fall?

What is your present level of satisfaction with this domain?

What would you like to change?

What would you have to do to initiate a change?

Management Domain
Everything related to the management and administrative structure of the organization including
Management, Administration, Leadership
Legal and regulatory
-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

P

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Very Hi
___________
High
___________
Average
___________
Low
Very Lo
Create a graph to determine the quality or performance levels of the Management Domain in your business
during each of the past five years up to the present, then extend the line into the future to show the best and
worst plausible levels. What will it take to improve? What would cause levels to fall?

What is your present level of satisfaction with this domain?

What would you like to change?

What would you have to do to initiate a change?

Marketing Domain
Everything related to marketing of goods or services including
Sales, publicity, promotion, public relations, advertising
-5

-4

-3

-2

-1
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5
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8

9
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Very Hi
___________
High
Average
___________
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___________
Very Lo
Create a graph to determine the quality or performance levels of the Marketing Domain in your business during
each of the past five years up to the present, then extend the line into the future to show the best and worst
plausible levels. What will it take to improve? What would cause levels to fall?

What is your present level of satisfaction with this domain?

What would you like to change?

What would you have to do to initiate a change?

People Domain
Everything to do with people in and related to your organization. Interactions, communications.
Owners, staff, suppliers, advisors, contractors

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

P

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Very Hi
___________
High
___________
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Very Lo
Create a graph to determine the quality or performance levels of the People Domain in your business during
each of the past five years up to the present, then extend the line into the future to show the best and worst
plausible levels. What will it take to improve? What would cause levels to fall?

What is your present level of satisfaction with this domain?

What would you like to change?

What would you have to do to initiate a change?

Internal Domains
Use this work area to write in current or future concerns, risks, or interests in any of these areas.

Domain

Attributes, description, forces

Finance

Location

Operations

Management

Marketing

People
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External Forces that Impact Your Business
Awareness of changes in your community and the national economy as well as changing social or technological
trends in the world around you should be built into your strategies and action plans. This can translate into simple
awareness – for example, in your community, be aware of planned future projects that might affect your family or
your property, positively or negatively. Be aware of movements or activity to create laws or regulations that may
impact you.
Many futurists use the mnemonic “STEEP” to remind them of some of the outside forces that may affect our lives.

Social forces
Technological forces
Economic forces
Ecologic forces
Political forces
Use the space below to make notes about how any of these forces may affect your business in the future, and keep
them in mind as you create your strategic plan.

Social Forces

Technological Forces

Economic Forces

Ecologic Forces

Political Forces
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STEEP Scanning Worksheet
Which of these groups of forces are likely to have a strong impact on your business at one or more of
these geographic levels, and how? Futurists describe this process as 360 degree scanning---looking all
around you to se what is happening. This is similar to the position of a sailor in the “crow’s nest” of a
sailing ship, looking ahead, behind and on all sides, reporting whatever he saw, sails, land, whales, or
storms to the crew below. Search all the media, newsletters, speeches, and any source that may
intelligently warn of change.

World

National

Social

Technology

Economic

Ecologic

Political
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Local

Simple Example
STEEP Scanning Worksheet
World
Social

Business Week 1/16/15
Forever pill
Scientific American
10/14
Inclusion and Diversity 5
articles
Sci American 12/14
The Gene Genie

Technology Discover 3/15

Alzheimer’s Brain-also
Dr and Salamander-regeneration
Wired 9/14-AI Knows
Your Mind
Sci American 12/14- Ten
world Changing Ideas

Economic

Ecologic

Political

Bloomberg 12/29/14
Coal Begin to Cool in
China
Bloomberg 11/24/14
Cash is for Losers

Scientific American 2/15
Puzzle for the Planet
Discover Jan-Feb 15
Climate in Crisis
Science 9/14 Global
Strategy for Coastal
Pops.
Bloomberg 1/12/15
Water’s Future
Bloomberg 1/26/15
India Arms Race with
China

National

Local

Fast Co. 3/15- Prison
reform
Wired 2-15- Whole new
world/Male birth control

WSJ 4/9/12 Retirement
WSJ 12/21/13 Retirement
Income
Bloomberg1/12/15
Healthcare at the Mall

Inc 2/15- Cruise Control
Fast Co 12/14 Cloud’s
Next Phase
Sci American 8/14
Accidental Genius
Bloomberg 1/26/15
Solution to Antibiotic
Resistance

Inc 11/14 internet of
Things (your office)
Bloomberg 1/19/15
Hydrogen Can Power
Cars and Homes

Bloomberg12/22/14
Drop in US Fertility Rate

Inc 2/15 Launch for
under $10,000
Inc. 12/14 The Exit Lab
(for small biz owners)

Sci American 11/14 Solar
Wars
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Industry Scanning Worksheet
Forces Within Your Industry
Which forces of change are likely to have a strong impact on your industry? Which of those forces of
change will impact your business? Look at trade publications for your industry, business publications,
conferences, and general news relating to your industry and the general business climate.
World

National

Social

Technology

Economic

Ecologic

Political
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Local

Simple Example
Industry Scanning Worksheet
Below are a few events that might affect your industry
World
Social

Technology

Economic

Religious, terrorist
wars

National

Local

Religious, terrorist,
political events
Medical care cost or
availability

Shortage of workers and
personnel

Biotech and medical
breakthroughs

Change in production
tech (robotics)
Change in delivery or
logistics tech (3D)

Local technology training

Business cycle
downturn

Business cycle
downturn
Taxation change
Strikes or potential
strikes—your industry
or transportation
industry.

Taxation change

Strengthening or
weakening markets

Doctor shortages

Incentives

Ecologic

Global warming

Global warming
Air, water pollution

Air, water pollution

Political

Wars

Elections
Tax changes

Local elections
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Incentives to build or hire in
some communities

Anticipating Future Events
Examples of common business events
Common

Business Stage

High impact

Concept

Idea
Proof of concept
Available target

Opportunity offered

Planning

Prove long term viability
Business plan
Structure (Corp. Partner, Prop.)

Finance approval/disapproval

Startup

First production
Work out bugs
First sales

Very low sales
Extremely high sales

Struggling/

Not enough buyers
Cash flow problem
Inadequate funding
Taxes

Rejections/returns
Loss of funding/partner
Loss of supplier
Loss of receivables

Growth

Increasing demand
Supply problems
Logistics problems

Quality control
Materials shortages

Expansion

Facilities
Market areas
People

Acquisition or merger

Maturity

Slow growth

Decline

Reduced sales
Reduced profit
Reduced demand

Negative profit
Declining value of assets

Exit

Sale
Transfer
Close

Tax problem
Foreclosure
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Anticipating Future Events

Use the following worksheet to list events that you anticipate during the next ten years for
which you are going to plan. Use the forces listed in the “Domains” column as reminders for
events.

Domains
and
Sub-forces

High probability, high
impact events (for
strategic planning)

High impactstakeholders

Finance

Location

Operations

Management

Marketing

People
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Wild card
events

Simple Example:
Anticipating Future Events
.Domains
and
Sub-forces
Finance

High probability, high impact
events (for strategic planning)

High impactstakeholders

Wild card events

Business cycle changes direction
Cash flow problem
Bankrupt customer – no pay
Cycle turns back up!
Raise additional capital

Valued customer
fails or stops buying

Extreme financial
successHigh profits and good
cash flow

Location

Location is Excellent!
Facility is now too small

Neighbors

New location is needed
Operations

Operations outgrow space
Quality control problems
Logistics problems

Management

Business is growing too fast!

Key supplier cannot
meet demand.

Inadequate managerial
experience results in
major problems

Business is growing too slow!

Marketing

Inadequate managerial experience
results in major problems
Not enough sales!

Valued customer
fails or stops buying

Too many sales!

People

Key person(s) leaves

Key officer retires or
resigns

Unexpected individual(s) make big
contribution
Extraordinary person becomes
available
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Huge success!

Values Worksheet
Values- what’s important to you and to your business? This worksheet asks you to compare and rank your
values. In the “Rank” column, select the value that is most important to you and enter the number 1. Then
pick the second, third and on to the end of your list. For future reference, list your values in numerical
order in the last column.
The blank values spaces are for you to add values that are important to you.

Value

Rank List your Values in order of
importance to you

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15
16
17
18
19
20

Accountability
Commitment
Contribution to others
Diversity
Ethics/principles
Excellence
Growth
Innovation
Integrity
Leadership
Long-term Perspective
Net worth
Pride in product/service
Profit
Quality
Recognition
Responsibility
Safety
Strategy
Teamwork

Do you see any conflicts between your personal values and the values held by your business associates?
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Simple Example: Values Worksheet for a Business

Value

Rank

List your Values in order of
importance to you

Rank

Accountability

Growth

1

Commitment
Contribution to others

Integrity
Profit

2
3

Ethics/principles

4

Diversity
Ethics/principles

4

Long-term Perspective

5

Excellence

7

Net worth

6

Growth

1

Excellence

7

Strategy

8

Safety

9

Teamwork

10

Innovation
Integrity

2

Leadership
Long-term Perspective

5

11

Net worth

6

12
13

Pride in product/service
Profit

14

3

Quality

15

Recognition

15

Responsibility

16

Safety

9

17

Strategy

8

18

Teamwork

10

19
20
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SWOT: Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats
This worksheet calls for an honest assessment of your Management and its products, services, and
management. What can be done to take advantage of the Managements strengths? How can the business
be strengthened wherever it is weak?

Strengths and Weaknesses
Internal

Strengths

Weaknesses

Finance

Location

Marketing

Operations

Management

People

___________________________________________________________________________
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Simple Example
SWOT: Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats

Strengths and Weaknesses
Internal
Finance

Strengths

Weaknesses

Adequate funds for two years
One large customer is asking for
Customers agree to fast terms in return longer terms
for priority delivery
Low rent
Good location

Not attractive!

Marketing

Potential customers are very web
savvy, easy to reach

Vulnerable to negative feedback if
we make a mistake
Weakness in international
experience

Operations

Owners very skilled in this business

Management

Good team, mostly very experienced.
Long term focus
Very strong patent protection

People

Core group of REALLY good people

Location
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Owners not strong in financial
management

Opportunities
What are the opportunities for this business over the next ten years? What must be done to take
advantage of those opportunities?

External
Opportunities
Social

Global

National

Technology

Economy

Ecology

Politics

36

Local

Simple Example

Opportunities
External
Opportunities
Social

Technology

Economy

Global

National

Need exists for our
products worldwide

Local
Major University and two
technical schools in area.

Access to good
transportation

Good, educated labor pool
available

Strong national economy

Traditionally low labor and
living costs.

Have confirmed, long term
buyers

Ecology

Politics

Local government will
provide incentives to locate
here.
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Threats
What are the threats to this business over the next ten years? What must be done to deal with those
threats?

External
Threats
Social

Global

National

Technology

Economy

Ecology

Politics
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Local

Simple Example
Threats
External
Threats
Social

Global

National

Local

Religious wars

Technology

Nuclear terror threat

Economy

Business curve turns
down
China downturn

Ecology

Global warming

Politics

Territorial wars

Business curve turns
downward
Tax increase

Tax increase

Local air and water
pollution

Increased divisions
between parties
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The Futures Wheel
The futures wheel is a tool that is used by most futurists. It is also called a mind map, and can be
very simple, like the example below. Futures Wheels can become complex as more levels are added.
The futures wheel is very effective for brainstorming, whether you are working alone or in a group. You
can draw one anywhere, on paper, on a whiteboard or in your computer.
The idea is to start with a question, situation, or problem, then branch out from that idea to directly
related ideas, effects, impacts or whatever you are considering.

A basic futures wheel showing spaces for the first level of impacts.
The futures wheel is very versatile. You will find it helpful in sorting out ideas or simply thinking
about the future or other concepts. If you have occasion to speak to a group at work, the futures wheel is
a great tool for brainstorming and collecting ideas or information. All you need is a blank space and
something you can write with.
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Second level of impacts
From each of the direct impacts in the first ring around your main question or idea, branch again to
secondary ideas or impacts. From there, branch out to the third ring and so on. When you are drawing on
paper or a whiteboard, futures wheels start getting messy at this level, but they still work!
If you have occasion to speak to a group at school or at work, the futures wheel is a great tool for
brainstorming and collecting ideas or information.
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Multi-Level Futures Wheel you can use

Operations

Finance

People

Small
Business
_________
________

Management

Marketing

Location

You can enter your own information into the blue ovals. Try it!
(On line, search for Futures wheels, mind maps, and implication wheels for software and
ideas)
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Section II –Creating Scenarios for a
Small Business
(An opportunity to rehearse the future)

Exploring plausible futures
Worksheets for four scenarios
Using information from the worksheets that you have already created, fill in the scenario worksheets on
the next pages with events that fit within each scenario column.
Refer back to the graphs you created in the Personal Domains section and the two lines you extended into
the future for each graph. The top lines for each domain are the basis for the “Best Plausible” scenario.
The lower lines make up the forces of change for the “Worst Plausible” scenario.
The “Continuation of the Present” scenario is based on your estimate of the probable future if there is no
major change and you take no action to create change. The “Wild Card” scenario includes events that are
possible, but not probable as you see your future at this time.
Look at your worksheet for “Anticipating Future Events.” All of your entries in the column for “High
probability, high impact events” should be included in your scenario worksheets. The column for
“Wildcard events” should provide some good ideas for your wildcard scenario.
Also from the chapter on internal domains, recall the two domains (driving forces) that you expected to
be dominant in bringing about change in your business during this stage. As you fill in the worksheet,
think about how events may vary in those two domains in each of the scenarios you are building.
For example, if a dominant domain during this stage of your business is the Marketing Domain and
specifically your sales, how might your sales vary between the positive scenario and the negative scenario?
In the positive scenario you may have great successes in your business, while in your negative scenario
you may struggle or even fail.
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Scenario Worksheets
Continuation of the Present scenario
Forces and
factors

Anticipated high impact, high probability events

Finance

Location

Marketing

Operations

Management

People
Goals,
plans &
values
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Best Plausible scenario
Forces and
factors

Anticipated high impact, high probability events

Finance

Location

Marketing

Operations

Management

People

Goals,
plans &
values
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Worst Plausible scenario
Forces and
factors

Anticipated high impact, high probability events

Finance

Location

Marketing

Operations

Management

People

Goals,
plans &
values
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Aspirational scenario
Forces and
factors

Anticipated high impact, high probability events

Finance

Location

Marketing

Operations

Management

People

Goals,
plans &
values
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Wild Card scenario

Forces and
factors

Anticipated high impact, high probability events

Finance

Location

Marketing

Operations

Management

People

Goals,
plans &
values
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Simple Examples for Scenarios

Forces

Forces
and factors
Finance

Continuation

In 10 year period,
business cycle
likely to change.
Some customers
may fail

Location

Present location is
adequate

Marketing

Sales continue to
rise

Operations

Operations are
stable
Product quality is
good

Positive

Business cycle
should turn up.
Most customers
will survive and
pay.
Good property
will increase in
value
Exploring
multiple
additional
locations
Sales are strong

Product quality is
high

Negative

Business cycle
may turn down.
Customers taking
longer to pay,
some may fail

Contracting
with customers
for cash flow
stability

Poor location may
decline in value
Good properties
may be scarce
Facility damaged
by fire

Adjacent
property is
available,
reasonable!

Sales are weak.

Sales are
exceptional!

Quality control
problem
Delivery problems

Management team
Management working well
together

Management
meeting and
exceeding goals

Disagreements,
Tension within
management team

People

Employees
excelling

Employees
dissatisfied, want
to join union

Exceeding
business plan
goals

Not meeting goals

Goals,
plans &
values

Employees,
customers,
suppliers
personnel all
relating smoothly
Marketing and
business plans
working well

Wild Card
Or
Aspirational
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Employees offer
to invest in
company for
shares

Scenario Narratives
From the information you have placed in each scenario column of the worksheet, write a story
about your business during this ten years. Spend some time and use your imagination to make
each story fit together in a logical manner. Keep in mind that what you’re doing in this workbook
is making educated guesses about the future. By creating narratives you are developing an
understanding of what must happen to make the elements in your scenario work together
In future years, you will see signals that will indicate which scenarios will or will not come about.
That should give you time to adjust and prepare to deal with those changes.

Scenario l – Continuation of the present
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Scenario ll – Best plausible scenario
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Scenario lII – Worst plausible scenario
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Scenario lV – Aspirational or Wild card scenario
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Simple Scenario Example
The past ten years have flown by!
We started this business with high expectations, and although things
started well, we wondered how long it would take to really get to
profitable.
We had been warned about cash flow and the need for plenty of capital
to start, and thought we had all those things in hand. We were able to
pay all our bills and employees on time, there just didn’t seem to be
anything for the owners. We always needed more equipment or another
employee.
Then, late in the second year things started getting better. Small
salaries for owners! And it kept getting better!
Looking back, I think it was the strong emphasis on quality control and
the effective logistics system that got materials in on time and then got
product out to the customers quickly.
Starting another facility, the first “branch” was exciting, then became
routine. The first branch into another country was also exciting, then
we started traveling a lot. Had to make schedules to be sure we had key
people at the main office, but we found we could all get together on
Zoom to deal with problems or report exciting events.
We knew the business cycle would eventually turn down, so we were
prepared. No excess inventory, let employees take leaves, and got a lot of
training and upgrading in. Even bought several properties at good
prices!
The decision to build all facilities to the same floor plan seemed like a
pain at first, but it has really paid off. Same fixtures, equipment and
tools everywhere, so it was always like being at home.
Don’t know how we got so lucky with our team of owner/managers.
Everyone has given 100%!
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Section lll- Creating a Strategic Plan for a
Small Business
A strategic plan is just what the name implies- a plan for the future based on strategies to achieve a future
that you have envisioned.
This implies that in order to strategize and plan, you must first determine what future you want (vision).
If you think about the future you would like to experience ten years from now, what future do you see, or
envision? That will be the first step in your strategic plan, creating a vision of the future—the preferred
future.
Next, you will consider the high impact events that are likely to happen during the time period for which
you are planning. Do you have a mission for this period? Something critical that must be achieved? Do
you have goals or desires that that you have not included in your vision? Now is the time to write all the
things down in one place and get ready to plan to achieve or deal with your interests and concerns over
this time period.
The third step in your strategic planning process is to create strategies that will help you achieve your
goals and your vision of the future as well as deal with anticipated high impact events that may occur.
Fourth, you will develop an action plan— a sequence of actions you will take each year, to execute each
of your strategies. You will then analyze your plan looking for vulnerabilities and gaps.
Fifth you will devise contingency plans to deal with the wild cards that may occur during the next ten
years. These are high impact events that are unlikely to occur, but if they do, you will have a contingency
plan in place.
The final step is to live the plan you have created. Take the actions and follow the strategies you have
selected to achieve your vision, but continue to monitor your plan, your business and the world around
you. Has anything changed that affects your plan? If so, then adjust your plan to fit the new circumstances.
Your strategic plan is simply a tool that you can use. Use it to help you achieve the future you prefer.
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Your Vision of Your Business’ Future
How do you imagine or describe your business in ten years? Think of one sentence that
describes your image of what you would like your business to be in ten years. The emphasis
here is on your desired or preferred future.
A vision of the future may mean many things. For organizations conducting strategic planning,
a vision is an image of the organization at some time in the future, usually ten to twenty years
away. When you looked at the stages of business development, you built mental images of the
various stages, then set out to understand the next stage in your business. So now, when you
are presented with the need to create a vision of the future, is that for the next stage of your
business, or for all stages? One answer is, both.
At this point in your planning, you should be able to describe a clear vision for the next stage of
your business, but what about the lifetime of that business? What would make you feel that your
business and your efforts have achieved success?
One area you have not dealt with yet in your preparations is emotion. What will make you happy
with these achievements? What will give you satisfaction? A feeling of accomplishment? Use
the worksheet below to collect some thoughts about your vision of the future.
Worksheet

Your vision for each domain for this stage

Finance

Location
Marketing

Operations
Management

People
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Simple Example
Your Vision of Your Business’s Future
Worksheet

Your 10 year vision for each domain for this stage

Finance

Finance
1 Sales 20 million
2 Profits 10%

Location

1- Multiple locations
2 Uniform facilities
3- Uniform criteria for new locations

Marketing

1- Countrywide organization
2- International organization

Operations

Management

Multiple production facilities in multiple countries

1- Review financials, inventories and production results monthly.
2- Review in country structure. progress and activities quarterly
3- Review international structure. progress and activities quarterly

People

1- Have the best available people in each position throughout the organization,
top to bottom.
2- Have fair, understandable compensation from top to bottom.
3- Provide necessary training for constant advancement, each individual
preparing a replacement.
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Summarizing your Ten-Year Vision
Describe in one or two sentences your vision of where you want your business to be
at the end of ten years.

Let’s take this one more step. What do you want for your business beyond ten years? Do you have a vision
of how and when to exit the business?
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Simple Example
Summarizing your Ten-Year Vision
Describe in one or two sentences your vision of where you want your business to be
at the end of ten years.
In ten years, we expect this business to be profitable, with good cash flow and substantial cash in the
bank. We plan to have several facilities in this country as well as locations in a number of other
countries, all distributing our products profitably

Let’s take this one more step. What do you want for your business beyond ten years? Do you have a vision
of how and when to exit the business?
We expect to deliver high quality, profitable products at attractive prices to our customers all over the
world. We expect everyone in this organization to be highly trained, well paid and supportive of the
organization and their fellow workers.
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Strategies to Achieve Your Vision

This is the “strategy” area of your strategic planning. A strategy is a general approach or technique for
dealing with a situation. A more detailed plan for achieving your strategy will come later in your Action
Plan.
For your vision of the future for your business, identify and develop strategies to achieve that vision.
Review your scenarios to devise strategies to deal with high-impact futures that may occur. For the
negative or “worst plausible” scenario where everything goes wrong, devise strategies to prevent, avoid
or deal with that future. Think in terms of “If…then” strategies. “If this happens, then my strategy
becomes…”
A strategy is simply one way to do something. Chess is a game of strategies in which the player with the
best strategies will probably win. You are looking for strategies to achieve your vision of the future and
to deal with high probability events, so spend some time thinking about how to devise the best strategies
to achieve your vision and deal with events. Consider strategies for each domain, particularly for events
that are high impact events that have a high probability of occurrence. You will also (on another
worksheet) develop contingency plans for high impact events with a low probability of occurrence.
Once you have identified and listed effective strategies, go back to each strategy and ask yourself what
steps will be required to complete that strategy. Some strategies may require one step, others may require
several.
Also look at the sequences of the steps and how many years will be required to achieve that strategy. Keep
in mind that some strategies may require the completion of another strategy before proceeding to another
step in the first strategy. Remember, a strategy answers the question ”How?”
.
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Strategies to Achieve Your Vision
Domains

Strategies to achieve goals,
mission and vision

Finance

Location

Marketing

Operations

Management

People
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Strategies to avoid or reduce
impacts of probable events

Simple Example

Strategies to Achieve Your Vision
Domains

Finance

Location

Marketing

Operations

Management

People

Strategies to achieve goals,
mission and vision

Strategies to avoid or reduce impacts of
probable events

1-Strengthen marketing and sales (see Anticipate business curve change
Marketing)
2- Develop good money management
team
3- Grow only as fast as we can manage
1- Identify strategic locations in this
Monitor potential sites for demographic, traffic,
country, then worldwide
cultural change
2- Create common facility design
3- Identify priorities, triggers to start in
any location.
1- Strengthen marketing and sales
Multi lingual web site and online
marketing
2- Build in-country marketing teams
3- Build international marketing team

Monitor cultural change in each market area or
planned area

1- Develop a blueprint to keep
production and marketing in balance at
any facility

Act quickly on any indication of imbalance

1- Review financials, inventories and
production results monthly.
2- Review in country structure.
progress and activities quarterly
3- Review international structure.
progress and activities quarterly

Act quickly in the event of negative or positive
change

1- Hire right the first time
2- Design clear understandable
compensation policies
3- Design training into each position.

Monitor cultural change in each area where
operations exist or are planned
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An Action Plan for the Future of your Small Business
Now you must turn your strategies into actions. What actions must you take, starting today, to achieve
your vision of the future? What is the best sequence for those actions?
These are the actions that can change your future, but until you actually take action, nothing in your
planning will change the future.
This is the central document of your strategic plan. You can (and should) modify or change your plan as
you go along, because events will not unfold according to plan, so stay flexible, but keep working toward
your preferred future.

Action Plan worksheet for a small business

Vision/Goal
(10 Year)

Strategies
(How)

Actions (To
Do)

Finance
123Location
1
2
3
Marketing
123Operations
123Management
123People
123-
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Timeline (When)

EXAMPLE: Action Plan worksheet for a small
business
Vision/Goal
(10 Year)

Strategies
(How)

Actions (To
Do)

Finance
1 Sales 20 million

1-Strengthen
marketing and sales
(see Marketing)
2- Develop a good
money
management team
3- Grow only as
fast as we can
manage

1-Monitor sales and
margins
2- Retain CPA firm,
hire accountant to
manage money.
3- Hire controller,
charged with
managing growth
Build and maintain
strong cash reserve.
1- Acquire rights to
purchase properties;
obtain all permits
2-Agree on standard
requirements; create
blueprints; build
prototype; evaluate
3- when location
meets requirements,
acquire properties,
start building and
training process

2 Profits 2 million

Location
1- Multiple locations
2 Uniform facilities
3- Uniform criteria
for new locations

1 Identify strategic
locations in this
country, then
worldwide
2-Create common
facility design
3- Identify
priorities, triggers
to start in any
location.

Marketing
1- Countrywide
organization
2- International
organization

1-Strengthen
1- Hire In-country
marketing and sales
Marketing
Multi lingual web
manager, build
site and online
marketing team.
marketing
2- Build in-country 2- 2-Hire
International
marketing team
marketing
3- Build
international
manager, build
marketing team
international
marketing team.
Designate
Marketing VP.
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Timeline (When)
1- Year 1-10- Management will
monitor sales
2- Year 1, hire an
accountant/money manager;
Year 2, retain an accounting
firm to check books and taxes,
year 5 hire a controller.
3- Year 1-10 management will
monitor sales/production
balance.
1- Year 1 thru 4, identify incountry potential properties;
Year 3 identify best regions
worldwide,
Year 4 through 10 identify
specific locations and start
acquiring rights.
2 - Year 1, Blueprints;
Year 2, build first building
(Model);
Year 4, evaluate model,
Year 5, update standard design
for future buildings.
3-Year 1, Establish criteria for
new locations.
1-Year 1 Develop or hire an incountry, marketing manager.
Year 2 Develop 5- and 10 year
marketing plans for in-country
marketing.
Year 3, evaluate performance.
Year 5, top to bottom
evaluation of plans and
performance.
Year 8. Repeat year 5
evaluations. Year 10- Start
development of new 5 and 10
year plans.
2- Year 3, promote from incountry or hire an International
marketing manager.

Year 4, evaluate international
performance, follow same
planning an evaluation
sequence followed by incountry team (above).
.
Operations
1 Multiple
production facilities

Management
1- Marketing and
production in
constant balance
2 All parts of the
organization
working together
without friction
(Finance, Location,
Marketing,
Operations People)
3-Future oriented
organization

People
1- Have the best
available people in
each position
throughout the
organization, top to
bottom.
2- Have fair,
understandable
compensation from
top to bottom.
3- Provide necessary
training for constant
advancement, each
individual preparing
a replacement.

1- Develop a
blueprint to keep
production and
marketing in
balance at any
facility
2
3
1- Review
financials,
inventories and
production results
monthly.
2- Review in
country structure.
progress and
activities quarterly
3- Review
international
structure.
progress and
activities
quarterly

1- Hire right the
first time
2- Design clear
understandable
compensation
policies
3- Design training
into each position.

1- Review financials,
inventories and
production results
monthly.
2- Review in country
structure. progress
and activities
quarterly
3- Review
international
structure. progress
and activities
quarterly

1- Define each
position, including
compensation,
training and
advancement
2- Define
compensation for
each job. Define
advancement
opportunities and
requirements.
4- Design training into
each job to
optimize
performance and
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Year 1-Define each position
and all compensation levels
Year 2-review, then define for
any planned positions. Initiate
training for each position.
Year 3- build training into each
position to prepare each
employee for next level.
Year 5- Review all
descriptions, compensation
levels and training programs.
Update annually, companywide.

prepare for
advancement.
Define
advancement
routes to different
divisions.
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Ten Year Action Plan
Plan1
Year

Actions to be taken

Finances-Locaton-Operations-Management-Marketing- People

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Plan
Year
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Actions to be taken
Management will monitor sales
Hire an accountant/money manager
Identify in-country potential properties;
Blueprints
Establish criteria for new locations.
Develop or hire an in-country, marketing manager
Define each position and all compensation levels
Retain an accounting firm to check books and taxes
Identify in-country potential properties;
Build first building (Model);
Develop 5- and 10 year marketing plans for in-country marketing
Management will monitor sales
Review, then define for any planned positions. Initiate training for each position
Management will monitor sales
Identify in-country potential properties;
Identify best regions worldwide
Evaluate building model
Build training into each position to prepare each employee for next level.
Management will monitor sales
Identify specific locations and start acquiring rights
Year 4, evaluate international performance, follow same planning and evaluation
sequence followed by in-country team (above).
Management will monitor sales
Identify specific locations and start acquiring rights
Update standard design for future buildings
Top to bottom evaluation of plans and performance
Review all descriptions, compensation levels and training programs. Update annually,
company-wide.
Management will monitor sales top to bottom evaluation of plans and performance
Identify specific locations and start acquiring rights
Update compensation and training plan, company-wide.
Management will monitor sales
Identify specific locations and start acquiring rights
Update compensation and training plan, company wide
Management will monitor sales
Identify specific locations and start acquiring rights
Repeat year 5 evaluations
Update compensation and training plan, company-wide.
Management will monitor sales
Identify specific locations and start acquiring rights
Update compensation and training plan, company wide
Management will monitor sales
Identify specific locations and start acquiring rights
Update compensation and training plan, company wide
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Backcasting
Backcasting is a tool that futurists use to develop a sequence of actions that are necessary to execute a
strategy successfully. The concept is simple—imagine yourself and your business ten years from now,
having achieved your vision for the company’s future.
What does the future look like now? What was the last action you had to take to achieve your vision?
What was the action before that—and before that? This technique helps build the sequence of actions
necessary for your action plan.

Plan
Year
10

Actions to be taken
Finances-Location-Operations-Management-Marketing-Production

9
8
7
6
5

4
3
2
1
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Contingency Planning
What happens if one of your “wild card” scenarios occurs? Or the “worst plausible”? Develop contingency
plans to deal with these. “If…then…” strategies are also helpful for contingency planning.
Wild card or Worst
Plausible event

Strategy (how will we
deal with this event?)

Plan (what actions will we take to
deal with this?)

Use the strategy column to identify your general approach to dealing with this wild card or low probability
event. Will you try to minimize, maximize, profit or avoid loss? Consider all the low-probability, highimpact events you listed, including internal and external.(STEEP) events.
Give each of these events serious thought. They may never occur, but if an event does happen, you’ll be
prepared with a contingency plan.
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Simple Example

Contingency Planning
.
Wild card or
Worst
Plausible
event

Strategy (how will
we deal with this
event?)

Plan (what actions will we
take to deal with this?)

Hurricane

Prepare for evacuation, high
water, high winds.

Transportation: vehicles and route to safety.
Window covers.
Plan to move equipment to high place.

Earthquake

Strengthen building.
Locate equipment to reduce
risk

Plan for evacuation

Business cycle
downturn

Have a plan and funds to
acquire weak competitors

Arrange time off for those who can use it,
Plan to upgrade facilities
Hold cross training sessions
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Vulnerability Analysis
Think of your business as a table with six legs.
If one leg collapses, will the other five hold the
business up? Or would the collapse of one leg
cause others to fail? What are the risks and
what can you do about them?
Vulnerabilities

Risk reduction

Finance

Location

Marketing

Operations

Management

People
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Simple Example
Vulnerability Analysis
Vulnerabilities

Risk reduction

Finance

Slow receivables collection
threatens ability to pay bills
on time.

Tighten credit procedures
Consider incentives for quick payment

Location

Potential customers cannot
find our location easily

Improve signage
Add map and directions to web site and
advertising
Consider better location

Inconsistent delivery service

Negotiate performance guarantee
Change carriers
Use company vehicle and employee to make
deliveries

Marketing

Operations

Management

People
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Gap Analysis
Analyze your plan for gaps. Look at each strategy, each goal or objective. Are they achievable with your
present funding, facilities or personnel? Are there any gaps between your plan and your resources or
abilities?
Plan

Potential gap

Finance

Location

Marketing

Operations

Management

People
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Possible solution

Simple Example of Gap Analysis

Plan
Finance
Plan calls for new
Location,

Location

Plan calls for new
Location,

Potential gap
No budget amount
for moving
No plan for
existing site after
move
Site not secured
yet

Possible
solution
Add funds to budget
Make plan for sale or economic use of
old site.

Marketing

Operations

Management

People
Plan calls for
additional
employees

No space for
additional workers
in present building
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Delay hiring until moved to new
location
Allow some employees to work from
home.

In Conclusion…
You have now explored your business’ present and future, created four or more future scenarios, designed
a preferred future, devised strategies to achieve that preferred future and developed an action plan to take
your business to that preferred future. You have also considered contingencies and should be prepared to
make adjustments to your plan if that becomes necessary. The next, most important step is very simple:
Start following your action plan and working toward your preferred future. Enjoy the benefits of your
plan!

Live your plan!
After you have completed your workbook, wait a day or two, then review what you have done. You
accomplished a lot by completing this workbook. Now reflect on what you have done and decide what
you can do to improve your plan. Re-evaluate your strategies, your action plan and your contingency plan.
What did you leave out? What do you want to change? Go ahead. Make changes and improvements. This
is your plan.
In six months or a year, look over your plan again. What has changed in your business that affects your
plan? What outside forces are affecting your plan? Are you making progress? Is a different scenario
unfolding than you expected? Adjust your plan as necessary to deal with the changes, but keep moving
toward your personal vision. You can even change or re-define your vision.
Monitor the changes in your business and the world over the years, and keep adjusting your plan whenever
you feel that’s necessary. If no changes are needed, then just keep following and living your plan.
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research in personal and small business futures
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business.

Verne was convinced that the foresight methods
that have been so successful for businesses and
governments should work for individuals and small
businesses as well. During his research, he
developed a step-by-step approach that would
help individuals organize information from their
own businesses, then apply futures methods to
explore and prepare for potential futures of their

His broad background in small business and international business combined with his travels to
much of the world have provided Verne with a strong foundation for his futures research, and
added an understanding of cultural and economic differences that affect people’s lives and
businesses.
Verne has tested his work in presentations and workshops with people and small businesses
with gratifying results. He continues to receive compliments and expressions of gratitude from
people who have attended his workshops, read his articles or visited his web site at
www.personalfutures.net. Verne plans to continue research, speaking and writing about
personal and small business futures, and is encouraging futurists around the world to help
people change their lives and their businesses with foresight methods
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This workbook is derived from and designed to be used with

Small Business Foresight

Small Business Foresight offers a comprehensive look at the methods and tools used by
futurists, an excellent system for learning how methods for studying the future work and how
they can be applied to your business. The book is 259 pages with diagrams and tables
throughout. Examples show how one person might complete each of the worksheets.
Small Business Foresight is available in paperback and hard-cover at most book stores
worldwide. An eBook version is available on line or at bookstores and libraries.
More information, articles, free downloads and short videos are available at
www.vernewheelwright.com or www.personalfutures.net.
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Paperbacks and eBooks are available at
bookstores worldwide and at Amazon.com

PDF Workbooks are available on the “Free Downloads” page at
VerneWheelwright.com
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